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The localization of the sensor nodes is a fundamental problem in wireless sensor networks.
There are a lot of different kinds of solutions in the literature. Some of them use external
devices like GPS, while others use special hardware or implicit parameters in wireless
communications.

In applications like wildlife localization in a natural environment, where the power avail-
able and the weight are big restrictions, the use of hungry energy devices like GPS or hard-
ware that add extra weight like mobile directional antenna is not a good solution.

Due to these reasons it would be better to use the localization’s implicit characteristics in
communications, such as connectivity, number of hops or RSSI. The measurement related
to these parameters are currently integrated in most radio devices. These measurement
techniques are based on the beacons’ transmissions between the devices.

In the current study, a novel tracking distributed method, called LIS, for localization of
the sensor nodes using moving devices in a network of static nodes, which have no addi-
tional hardware requirements is proposed.

The position is obtained with the combination of two algorithms; one based on a local
node using a fuzzy system to obtain a partial solution and the other based on a centralized
method which merges all the partial solutions. The centralized algorithm is based on the
calculation of the centroid of the partial solutions.

Advantages of using fuzzy system versus the classical Centroid Localization (CL)
algorithm without fuzzy preprocessing are compared with an ad hoc simulator made for
testing localization algorithms.

With this simulator, it is demonstrated that the proposed method obtains less localiza-
tion errors and better accuracy than the centroid algorithm.
1. Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a lot of
small devices deployed in a physical environment. Every
device, called a node (Fig. 1), has special capabilities, such
as communicating with its neighbors, sensing and data
storage and processing. The nodes can make a mesh net-
work of devices in such a way that they can collaborate
bancho@us.es (J.
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amongst themselves can collaborating amongst them-
selves. These features permit the implementation of
distributed solutions to solve complex problems.

The main components of a node of WSN are a microcon-
troller, a wireless transceiver, a power source and Input
and Output modules (I/O) to interact with the environment
(Fig. 2).

The microcontroller processes the data and controls the
functionality of the other components in the sensor node.
Low power microcontrollers are typically used in WSN.

Wireless modules use ISM bands which allow transmis-
sions over some special license-free frequencies with
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Fig. 1. Example of a WSN node.

Fig. 2. Architecture of a WSN node.
global availability (like the 173, 433, 868, 915 MHz and
2.4 GHz band). The functionality of both the transmitter
and the receiver are combined into a single device known
as transceivers. Transceivers for WSN often lack unique
identifiers and have low power consumption. Recently,
standard protocols, such as IEEE 802.15.4 [1] and ZigBee
[2] have specially developed for these devices.

The power source on a WSN is provided by batteries or
capacitors [3]. Batteries can be rechargeable and non-
rechargeable depending on the application. Solar panels
are the typical energy sources for the refill batteries.

Typically, a WSN is formed by very small devices with
several restrictions: low power consumption, low weight
(especially for mobile devices), low cost, low data storage
and processing and low radio range.

Generally, amongst all the node components, the great-
est energy consumption is dissipated in the radio trans-
ceiver. As an example, the TelosB platform consumes
41 mW in active mode. The microcontroller consumes only
5 mW and the remainder power consumption is caused by
the radio transceiver that requires 38 mW in the receiver
mode and 35 mW in transmission [4].

It is important to point out that the power consumption
is very high either in transmission or in the reception mode.
Therefore, to reduce the power consumption it is necessary
to reduce the number of message exchanges, and also stop
all the node activity enabling low power modes by switch-
ing off the radio transceiver. Therefore, a suitable activity
manager with hibernation periods is needed.

Several protocols for hibernation have been proposed
[5–9] looking for a reduction in the power consumption.
The main problem of these protocols consists in setting
the clock synchronization in every node; otherwise a node
can send a message when all its neighbors are in idle stage
and losing information.

WSN has been widely used in many areas [10], such as
environmental monitoring [11] and control [12], health-
care and medical research [13], national defense and
military affairs [14,15], etc.

For all of these applications which have mobile or
autonomous nodes, it is usually necessary to implement
a hibernation mechanism to save power. Moreover, many
of these applications require the position knowledge of a
significant amount of nodes.

In some of these applications the information gathered
from the nodes is not relevant without the knowledge of
the associated position, for example, describing a system
for wildfire tracking based [16] on the determination of
specific situations (temperatures, humidity, wind direc-
tion, etc.). The position of the sensors that describes these
situations should be known.

In other applications the information required is the po-
sition itself, for example, in vehicle tracking [17].

Thus, it can be seen why localization is one of the cru-
cial issues in wireless sensor networks research. In a lot
of cases it is impossible to use specific localization devices,
like a GPS, because these devices have huge energy con-
sumption and reduce autonomy. In other applications it
is necessary to have nodes in the interior of buildings,
where GPS technology does not work correctly [18].

The main contribution of the current study is the pre-
sentation of a novel localization algorithm, based on fuzzy
logic processing, and implemented over small wireless
sensor nodes. As the devices run a fuzzy logic algorithm
for processing the information, it was considered that the
devices were provided with some kind of intelligence.
Thus, the system has been named as LIS, i.e. Localization
based on Intelligent System.

The above mentioned localization algorithm is designed
specifically for tracking small mobile devices with very low
weight, thereby permitting to obtain the position of small
animals. Therefore, no additional hardware is used.

The proposed protocol takes into account the necessity
to keep the power consumption low. In this sense, the pre-
sented algorithm implements a hibernation protocol for
the non-anchor nodes that can save power energy on these
devices.

The rest of the current study is organized as follows:
Section 2 sums up the state of the art about localization.
Section 3 describes LIS. The outcome of LIS performance
is developed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the
concluding remarks and provides the discussion for future
studies.
2. Localization techniques

In localization applications, there are two types of
nodes:

� Anchor Nodes: situated on fixed and known positions.
� Non-Anchor Nodes (tags): nodes with unknown position.

These nodes are usually called tags.



For many application, it is important to consider that
anchor nodes are less energy constrained than non-anchor
nodes. This is because in anchor nodes systems to recharge
the batteries, such as solar panels, can be used. For many
applications (as in tracking small animals) these recharge
systems can not be used in non-anchor nodes, due to the
constraints of maximum size and weight.

Fig. 3 shows the typical WSN used for localization pro-
poses. The essence of localization consists in obtaining the
position of the non-anchor nodes, using the information
provided by the anchor nodes.

The localization research over WSN is focused on the
following points: determining a new localization algo-
rithm, modifying the proposed solution in order to
improve accuracy or testing classical methods [19]. Testing
can be focused on specific applications, such as indoor uses
[20,21], or centered on specific characteristics, such as en-
ergy efficiency [22].

Localization algorithms presented in the literature can
be classified into two categories, as given below:

2.1. Range-based techniques

These techniques estimate, point-to-point, the distance
between each pair of nodes.

With this information and using techniques, such as
multilateration [23], triangulation or other methods, the
absolute position of the non-anchor nodes can be esti-
mated. The most common ones are Received Signal
Strength Indication (RSSI) [24], Time Of Arrival (TOA)
[25], Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) [26] and Angle Of
Arrival (AOA) [27,28].

Nowadays, new algorithms continue to appear based on
these classical methods for the improvement of accuracy,
for example, based on AOA [29–33], based on TOA
[34,35] and based on TDOA [36,37].
Fig. 3. Example of WSN for localization.
Other authors propose new range based algorithms, like
Su [38] that uses a likelihood calculation for determining
the distance.

In general, the range-based ones offer good accuracy,
but additional hardware is often needed. Therefore, the
weight, the cost and the power consumption of the node
devices increase and make these techniques unsuitable
for the proposed application. RSSI range-based techniques
are an exception to this because most of the current trans-
ceivers provide this measurement by default. However,
RSSI techniques are very sensitive to noise and interfer-
ences. The problem of the RSSI measurement is described
in Section 4.1.

These RSSI techniques require calibration and a model
of the environment. Moreover, the calibration could
change according to the environmental conditions. Nowa-
days, the determination of how to improve the accuracy of
the RSSI techniques is an important research area [39–41].

In order to avoid the RSSI problems, the proposed meth-
od uses a fuzzy RSSI model, instead of a mathematical
model, as described in Section 3.

2.2. Range-free techniques

In the range-free localization algorithms the position of
the non-anchor nodes is obtained from the beacons ex-
change among nodes (anchor and non-anchor nodes).
Beacons can contain different information, such as:

� Radio coverage membership: An anchor node detects
whether a non-anchor node is in its radio coverage.
Using this information, the system can estimate the
non-anchor position as a function of the intersection
of the coverage areas of every anchor node that are in
its radio coverage. Fig. 4a shows an example for the
intersection of the coverage areas between the two
anchor nodes.
� Number of hops to an anchor-node: If there is no connec-

tivity with an anchor node, a non-anchor node can esti-
mate its position knowing the number of hops to every
anchor node. An example of that is represented in
Fig. 4b. Node B is at a distance of two hops to anchor
node one, three hops to anchor node two and two hops
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Range-free techniques: (a) Radio coverage membership. (b)
Number of hops.



Fig. 5. CL algorithm.
to anchor node three. According to this information and
considering the mean distance between the nodes, the
absolute position can be calculated applying algo-
rithms, such as triangulation.

The most common range-free techniques are Centroid
(CL) [42], DV-Hop [43], Convex [44], APIT [45], etc.

CL is based on the estimation of the position of a non-
anchor node by the centroid of the position of all of its
anchor node neighbors. Fig. 5 represents an example
where a beacon of non-anchor node is received by anchor
nodes 3, 4 and 6, thereby obtaining the estimated position
as the centroid of the coordinates of these nodes.

Nowadays, modifications of the CL algorithm are an
important area of research. Many authors continue propos-
ing modifications that offer better accuracy by weight ob-
tained with RSSI [46] or with the Link Quality Indicator
(LQI) [47]. Some approaches have focused on the reduction
of energy consumption. Behnke [48], proposed a modified
CL algorithm without the use of complex mathematical
operations for low resources microcontroller like the
square root. Other approaches have studied the specifica-
tions of the CL algorithm in order to determine the areas
where it offers bigger errors [49].

New range-free algorithms continue to appear in the lit-
erature [50]. Some of them are focused on determining the
new aspects of the networks that can give information
about the localization, such as the intersections of a simpli-
fied coverage area [51], or modifying the power transmis-
sion of the beacons in order to obtain the smallest area
where it is more probable to locate the non-anchor node
[52]. Others are focused on improving any kind of a charac-
teristic, such as energy efficiency [53,54].

Many range-free algorithms, such as centroid and most
of its variations, are fully centralized algorithms, i.e. all the
information, useful or not, is sent to a Base Station, where
the position of the non-anchor nodes is obtained. This fea-
ture constitutes a disadvantage, because it requires the
delivery of a large amount of messages to the Base Station,
which would waste energy. This is especially important in
wide networks.

Against this focus, the rest of the authors propose the
use of fully distributed algorithms, typically executed over
the non-anchor nodes. However it constitutes a disadvan-
tage because the non-anchor nodes must maintain the
radio transceiver during long periods of time. These
devices have the highest energy constraint in the network.
In other words, it is important to remember that for this
tracking application, the Base Station needs to know the
position of the non-anchor nodes. Using a fully distributed
algorithm requires the delivery of the additional messages
from the non-anchor nodes to the Base Station, thereby
losing a part of the advantages of distributed algorithms.

The proposed algorithm acts in a different manner. It
uses two algorithms looking forward to obtain a part of
the advantages of these two focuses: a distributed
algorithm, but only executed over the anchor nodes and
a centralized algorithm to obtain the final position by the
Base Station.
3. LIS algorithm

Despite the fact that the range-free and range-based
techniques have been extensively studied, nowadays there
are some aspects that continue to be a challenge:

� The use of additional hardware or lots of beacons to
increase power consumption.
� Fully centralized processing (i.e. on Base Stations)

requires a large amount of messages. Conversely, pro-
cessing in the tags’ nodes reduces the battery of these
devices significantly.
� Scalability. Many localization algorithms are hard to

extend to big sensor networks.

LIS has been especially designed to phase out all of the
above mentioned problems. As a result, the proposed algo-
rithm is scalable and the power consumption and network
autonomy are optimized. As usual in a tracking system, the
non-anchor nodes in LIS do not need to know their loca-
tion. In this case, only the Base Station wants to know it.

The proposed localization algorithm is a range-free
tracking technique that uses RSSI. However, instead of
using a mathematical model, LIS proposes a fuzzy-logic-
based system to derive the distance from the RSSI level.

Fuzzy logic is a form of multi-valued logic; it deals with
reasoning that is approximate rather than fixed and exact.
To do this, Fuzzy logic uses variables that have a truth
value in a [0–1] range, commonly called membership de-
gree. A fuzzy system offers many advantages, such as its
robustness in noisy and complex scenarios.

The use of computational intelligence in localization is
not a novel idea, as could be seen in previous works, such
as [55] that uses probabilistic neuronal networks, [56] that
applies a fuzzy system and [57] that uses fuzzy neurons.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 6. Stages of LIS algorithm. (a) S2. (b) S3.A – fuzzyfication. (c) S3.B – Partial positioning (d) S4.
In general, all these are distributed algorithms that exe-
cute most part of the localization algorithm over the non-
anchor nodes. However, none of them consider the prob-
lem of power consumption in the non-anchor nodes. More-
over, the algorithms with Computational Intelligence
generally track down the current positions based on the
estimated position changes, needing an initialization of
the non-anchor nodes. These systems fail if the tags (the
animal) go out of the coverage of the WSN, and return into
it after a while. As described in Section 5, the authors are
currently considering a method to improve the accuracy
based on these estimation changes, but without the neces-
sity of an initialization.

3.1. Network processing stage

LIS combines: (1) a fuzzy system to estimate (actually
to qualify) the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver from RSSI measures, (2) a distributed algorithm
executed in receiver anchor nodes in order to determine
the relative positions to them and filter useless informa-
tion, and (3) a centralized algorithm to derive the most
likely location running at the Base Station.

LIS consists of four stages:

S1: Anchor nodes wait for non-anchor node beacons.
S2: The tag node broadcasts a beacon.
S3: Receiver anchor nodes measure RSSI, and execute
both, the fuzzification algorithm and the ubiquitous
processing for relative and partial positioning.

S4: Anchor nodes send partial solutions to the Base
Station, where the location is finally determined.

Fig. 6 illustrates these stages. When a non-anchor node
broadcasts a beacon or any other sort of message, the local-
ization process starts (Fig. 6a). Just at that moment the
receiver anchor nodes participate in the process. The rest
of the nodes can switch off the radio transceiver or hold
it in a low power state.

The beacon frequency can be determined by the appli-
cation, and can be modified by external conditions, such
as the remaining battery in the non-anchor node, a diary
schedule or with information registered by external sensor,
such as an accelerometer. In this way, the battery auton-
omy can be improved.

3.1.1. Distributed processing
LIS uses the measures of RSSI of a non-anchor node re-

ceived by an anchor node and its neighbors anchors to
determine the area where the non-anchor node could be
located. This algorithm is based on a fuzzy system distrib-
uted on every anchor node of the network (Fig. 7).

According to the algorithm stages, once an anchor node
receives a beacon, it estimates the position of the non-an-



Fig. 7. Inference fuzzy system.

Fig. 8. Example of node with 5 neighbors.

Fig. 9. HIGH fuzzy set.
chor nodes. The localization algorithm has been designed
to distribute the computation consumption over the net-
work. The area where the non-anchor node could be local-
ized with a certain probability is called the Representative
Area. A ‘‘sector’’ is the minimum area formed by three an-
chor-node neighbors. A Representative Area can be made
up of one or more sectors. Anchor nodes must execute
the distributed fuzzification algorithm for every surround-
ing sector. Fig. 8 shows an example with five sectors, in
which, the fuzzy algorithm is executed five times.

Every anchor node that receives a beacon measures and
broadcasts the RSSI level to its anchor neighbors (Fig. 6b).
In this way, the closest anchor nodes elaborate a table with
the RSSI measured by themselves and their anchor
neighbors.

The RSSI table is processed by the fuzzy system to eval-
uate the Representative Area, irrespective of the number of
sectors. This area can be formed by the union of one or
more sectors (Fig. 6c). A sector is considered as a part of
the Representative Area if its membership degree (i.e. the
output of the fuzzy system) is higher than a threshold. This
value is adjusted experimentally. The current simulations
show that a threshold of 0.1 manages a good trade-off
between the noise immunity and localization performance.
The results of the Representative Areas are sent from the
anchor nodes to the Base Station to compute the final solu-
tion (Fig. 6d).

A Representative Area is empty if it does not contain
significant sector, i.e. if the membership degree for all of
them is lower than the threshold. In this case, to save en-
ergy, the result is discarded and the algorithm will finish
until the next beacon arrives. This is especially important
in huge networks, where the energy needed for multi-
hop transmissions is high and is a disadvantage of the
centralized localization algorithm.
3.1.2. The fuzzy system inputs
RSSI tables represent the signal level received in either

the local or the neighboring anchor nodes. These RSSI mea-
surements are used as the inputs of the fuzzy system. In
these sort of systems, it is necessary to define several fuzzy
sets. Every fuzzy set is described as a continuous mathe-
matical function that represents how an input signal
belongs to this set. This is called ‘‘membership degree’’ in
the literature. This degree is represented in range [0,1],
where 0 represents 0% of membership and 1 represents
100% of membership to this set. For example, Fig. 9 shows
the membership degree of the HIGH fuzzy set, considering
the RSSI value as the input signal.

In our system, three fuzzy sets qualify the RSSI as HIGH,
MEDIUM and LOW for each input (Fig. 10).



Fig. 10. Sets of the fuzzy inputs.
Fig. 11. Sets of the fuzzy output.
The LOW RSSI fuzzy set is represented by a trapezoid.
The maximum membership degree (value 1) is assigned
if the power falls bellow the sensibility threshold of the
emitter node (RSSIsens). As the power increases, the mem-
bership degree decreases linearly until it reaches zero at
medium RSSI value (RSSImed).

The MEDIUM RSSI fuzzy set is represented by a triangle
where the maximum membership degree corresponds to
the medium RSSI value (RSSImed). The zero membership is
reached for the power RSSI values lower than the sensibil-
ity threshold or close to the maximum transmission (RSSITX

power). In the current study, the medium RSSI value must be
computed for every sector using the Friis model equation
and assuming the emitter tag is located at the center. This
computation only needs to be executed once because the
anchor nodes are located at fixed positions.

The use of Friis is a trade-off between the accuracy and
the information required. More realistic models require
having more initial information of the environment, a pri-
ori unknown, such as the position of the obstacles. The Friis
approximation simplifies the problems of the saw-tooth of
the disturbances with a smooth function. According to a
real scenario, this assumption could not be a good approx-
imation to the reality. However, the errors assumed with
this approximation are compensated with the noise immu-
nity of LIS, which assumes the disturbances as noise. The
authors consider that the use of an in situ calibration, mea-
suring the real received value in the center of the sector
would improve the accuracy, but this value would change
if the environment changes (i.e. if it is raining or if the grass
grows). As mentioned in Section 5, the authors think that
measuring the RSSI between the anchor nodes, using the
broadcast messages of LIS (it does not increase the total
number of messages), would be a better option, because
the calibration would be updated at runtime if the environ-
ment changes. Currently the authors are evaluating this
option.

Fuzzy set for HIGH RSSI values is a trapezoid with a lin-
eal increasing from 0 to 1 for the RSSI power values ranging
between RSSImed and RSSITX power.

For example, let’s consider a system based on a radio
receiver with a sensibility of �95 dBm, a TX power trans-
mission of 0 dBm and a medium power of �60 dBm. If
the input has a RSSI of �77.5 dBm, the membership degree
is 0, 0.5 and 0.5 for each set (HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW). If
the input has a RSSI value of �30 dBm, we obtain a mem-
bership degree of 0.5, 0.5 and 0 for each fuzzy set.
3.1.3. The fuzzy system outputs
The Fuzzy System offers an output for each and every

sector. The output associated to a sector is a [0,1] ranged
value that represents the confidence degree (i.e. the truth
value obtained as output of the rules of the fuzzy system)
in which the tag is actually located in that sector.

As Fig. 11 shows, the LOW output fuzzy set is a triangle
with the central point at zero and the corners at �0.5 and
0.5.

The MEDIUM output is represented by a triangle with
the central point at 0.5 and corners at 0 and 1.

The HIGH output qualifier is also defined by a triangle
with the central point at 1 and the corners at 0.5 and 1.5.
3.1.4. Inference engine
The inference engine is the Mandani’s rules, with a cen-

troid defuzzification method and a singleton input fuzzifi-
cator. The fuzzy engine evaluates the antecedent of every
rule by the intersection of the fuzzy inputs, using the min-
imum function for the AND operator, and the maximum
function for the OR operator. In the process of obtaining
the output sets as a function of the input sets is called
implication. In our system we use the minimum function
as the implication process. The implication between the
inputs and outputs applies the minimum function.

As mentioned, the rules must be evaluated for every
single sector to estimate the confidence degree, taking into
account the fuzzy qualifications of RSSI values of either the
current sector nodes or the surrounding ones. The rules
summed up in Table 1 have been derived from multiple
simulations in order to obtain the best trade-off between
precision and noise immunity.

It is important to consider that in the application de-
scribed, it is necessary to know the localization informa-
tion of the nodes in the Base Station, where it can be
accessible for its use. Due to it, obtaining the localization
information over the non-anchor nodes, as generally de-
scribed on typical fully distributed localization algorithms,
is not interesting. This is because these devices do not use
the above mentioned information. Moreover, obtaining
this information could increase battery consumption of
the non-anchor nodes. In fact, they are the devices with
higher energy constraints.

LIS takes this issue into account. Also, the anchor nodes
have more power supply resources than the tags. Conse-
quently, the algorithm has been designed to be executed
mainly in the anchor nodes. Furthermore, the radio trans-
ceiver of the tag is activated for a short time, which is just



Table 1
Rules of the inference engine.

Central RSSI
node

RSSI neighbors Output

HIGH All MEDIUM HIGH
LOW All LOW LOW
MEDIUM All MEDIUM HIGH
MEDIUM All LOW LOW
HIGH All HIGH MEDIUM

MEDIUM MEDIUM in current sector HIGH
LOW in the rest

MEDIUM HIGH in any sector except the current
one

LOW

LOW in the rest

HIGH High in a neighbor of the current sector MEDIUM
LOW in the rest

HIGH HIGH in a neighbor, except on the
current sector

LOW

LOW in the rest

MEDIUM MEDIUM in a neighbor of the current
sector

MEDIUM

LOW in the rest

MEDIUM MEDIUM in a neighbor, except on the
current sector

LOW

LOW in the rest
enough to broadcast the beacon. In the remaining period of
time, the tag will be in an idle state and its radio trans-
ceiver would be off.

LIS also reduces the power consumption in the anchor
nodes. It implements a ubiquitous and distributed algo-
rithm that spreads the localization processing amongst
the nodes surrounding the tag. In a centralized-only
algorithm, all the information received by the anchor
nodes must be delivered to the Base Station. By contrast,
the proposed algorithm saves the power energy because
only significant information is delivered.

Additional savings can be managed by clustering the
networks, and using the cluster heads as the Base Stations,
i.e. receiving the processing partial estimations from its
cluster nodes.

3.1.5. Centralized processing stage
The Base Station collects the partial solutions from the

anchor nodes, and processes them cyclically as follows:

C1: The Base Station waits for receiving the first partial
solution.

C2: On arrival, the partial solution is saved and a timer
starts running.

C3: While the timer is running, the next partial solutions
are saved in a table as they were received.

C4: When the timer expires, the system will compute
the final position as the centroid of all these partial
solutions (triangle sectors). The centroid computa-
tion of a finite set of points P1

�!
; P2
�!

; . . . PN
�!

can be
simplified as:
Position
�����!

¼
PN

i¼1 Pi
!

N
ð1Þ
With this algorithm, the Base Station needs to always be
active, while waiting to receive any message from the
nodes. It determines whether the Base Station is going to
consume more than the other nodes. This is not critical be-
cause the Base Station acts as a gateway between the sen-
sor network and the external network. Thus, it needs to be
placed in an area without power restrictions.

The previous algorithm can be easily extended to locat-
ing multiple tags, by simply associating a tag identifier to
the transmitted beacons. The final estimated position is
time stamped and saved in the Base Station to make it
accessible throughout the Internet.

4. Experimental results

The localization system was designed to be developed
in a Wireless Sensor Network, called ICARO, intended to
test an environmental monitorization algorithm. ICARO
was placed in the Doñana Biological Reserve.

The Doñana Biological Reserve is a part of the Doñana
natural park, a park and wildlife refuge in southwestern
Spain. It is located in Andalusia, in the provinces of Huelva,
Sevilla and Cadiz, and covers 543 km2, of which 135 km2

are a protected area. The park is an area of marshes, shal-
low streams, and sand dunes. Doñana Biological Station
(DBS) is a Research Institute of the Spanish Council for Sci-
entific Research (CSIC). Some of its main goals are conser-
vation and improving the quality at research in the Doñana
Biological Reserve (DBR), which was declared humanity
patrimony by UNESCO in 1994 and considered as one of
the most important natural protected landscapes in the
world. In fact, this year, DBR was included inside the great
scientific infrastructures of European Union. In addition, in
April 2006, the Spanish Interministerial Comission of Sci-
ence and Technology (CICYT) from the Spanish Science
and Education Department recognized the Doñana Scien-
tific Reserve as a Singular Scientific and Technological
Infrastructure (ICTS).

ICARO consists of ten wireless sensors deployed be-
tween the zone of ‘‘El Ojillo’’ and ‘‘El Zacallon’’, working
on 2.4 GHz ISM band width IEE 802.15.4 Protocol. Fig. 12
shows a map with the current deployment of the system.

This network is based on two kinds of devices given
below:

Base station: This is the device that acts as a gateway
between the remote measurement sensor and the
communication infrastructure of Doñana. It permits
the collection of information and allows centralized
processing and data fusion. This device is shown in
Fig. 13. This system is based on a wireless sensor
attached to an industrial PC.
Remote measurement Sensors: These are the devices that
permit the acquisition of environmental information.
They are powered by solar panels. These devices permit
to execute distributed and collaborative algorithms.
These devices permit the utilization of data fusion and
aggregation for reducing the usage of the bandwidth.
These devices are shown in Fig. 14.



Fig. 12. Deployment of the project ICARO.

Fig. 13. Base station of the project ICARO.

Fig. 14. Remote measurement sensor of the project ICARO.

Fig. 15. Example of non-anchor node for tracking animals.
The current goal consists of the use of the ICARO infra-
structure as the anchor nodes, developing a low weight
and low cost mobile device, with high autonomy as a
non-anchor node for tracking animals in the Doñana Natu-
ral Park, such as the device shown on Fig. 15. To do this, the
Base station can be used to execute the centralized algo-
rithm of the localization, while the remote measurement
sensor executes the distributed algorithm as the anchor
nodes.

4.1. Relationship between RSSI and distance

Fig. 16 shows the experiments to evaluate the relation-
ship between RSSI and the distance in different situations:
free-space without obstacles and long distance with
obstacles.

These graphics are obtained by increasing the distance
between a node acting as an emitter and another node
acting as a receiver, waiting for the time for stabilization
of the system and acquiring a minimum of 50 values per
point represented on the graphic. These data shows the
medium value, trying to reduce the effect of the noise in
order to obtain the relationship between distance (in
[5–50 m] range) and RSSI (in dBm).

The measured standard deviation has been approxi-
mately about 3 dBm. It was detected that the measure-
ment fluctuations are higher in short distances that in far
off distances.

The ‘‘free space’’ results are measured in the park, in a
dessert zone, without trees or grass in the area that could
produce disturbances. The results with ‘‘obstacles’’ are
the measurements in a corridor between the trees with
around 15 m of height, where there are small plants and
grass.

The results with obstacles do not match with any valid
mathematical model that could directly permit to obtain
the distance, using only the RSSI.

Obtaining models with the relationship between RSSI
and distance is currently an important area of research.
In any case, it is possible to obtain this model with a much
studied environment. Fig. 17 shows an example developed
by Texas Instruments [58], where the RSSI value was



Fig. 16. RSSI vs. distance.
measured and obtained when a beacon sent from a node
was received by another node. This figure shows the
evaluation of the received RSSI at different elevations from
the floor. In the application note [58], Texas Instruments
evaluates these information using two mathematical
models: Friis and ground model.

The radio transceiver used is the CC2420, which is
frequently used in WSN devices. In fact, this is the radio
transceiver used in the current implementation.

However, the main problem is to obtain the inverse of
this relationship. In fact different distances produced the
same RSSI value. Thus, even having a correct model of
the environment and ideal situations, it is not possible to
obtain the distance using only the RSSI information. In this
case, it is necessary to use additional information, such as
using multiple receivers or assume simplifications and
the errors that can be produced. The proposal algorithm
uses the connectivity information about the anchor nodes
as additional information to obtain the position. In
addition, the fuzzy system improves the behavior against
the noise.
4.2. Simulations

The accuracy of LIS versus the classic CL algorithm [42]
was compared using different simulations. The tested net-
work was made up of a non-anchor node and 25 anchor
devices with a radio range of 200 m and with separated an-
chor nodes also with a radio range of about 200 m (Fig. 18).
The anisotropic radiation pattern was assumed.

The election of centroid as the reference algorithm to
compare with is based on the fact that many authors use
it in their research studies. Thus, it is possible to obtain a
conclusion on the accuracy of LIS not only with the cen-
troid, but also with all the other localization techniques
that are compared with it in the literature.
This section describes the simulator and the results ob-
tained with it. The use of a simulator for obtaining the
accuracy of a localization algorithm is a common tool. It
is difficult to compare the localization algorithms in real
scenarios, because of the changes of the environment.
Thus, these experiments are generally not replicable, even
by the author (different days would offer different results).
Obtaining unified comparison criteria for the localization
algorithm and the necessary parameters to consider in
the real experiments is currently an important area of re-
search, which is far from over. However, simulation results
are easily reproducible and permit the comparison of the
localization algorithms amongst themselves.

4.2.1. Description of the simulator
The simulator has been developed in C++ (Fig. 19). It

allows the selection of the radio range, radiation pattern,
Gaussian noise, sensibility, network deployment and
anchor location. All the parameters, in the tests have been
selected to model the TelosB devices. The results of the
simulations are presented in the next subsection.

4.2.2. Error vs. position
The following experiments include a moving tag into

the network. The noise has been neglected and the error
is expressed in meters. As Figs. 20–22 show, the maximum
and average errors of LIS algorithm are considerably smal-
ler than the ones estimated with the (CL) Centroid classic
algorithm.

Figs. 20 and 21 are graphical representations of the er-
rors, which represent the real position and the estimated
position of the algorithms in a few analyses. The results
are normalized with the radio coverage of the non-anchor
nodes that are 200 m in these tests.

Fig. 22 represents the position error, measured as the
absolute value of the Euclidean distance between the real
and the estimated position. The results are normalized



Fig. 17. Evaluation of the RSSI in open field. Results obtained by Texas Instrument [58].

Fig. 18. Simulated network.
with the non-anchor node radio range. They are obtained
by moving the non-anchor node into the square made up
by the anchor nodes 7, 8, 9 and 12, in a step of 2 m. The
X axis represents the relative position of the tag into the
square, assuming that node 8 is the coordinates origin.
These values are normalized with the distance between
then nodes (200 meters). The last relative point simulated
is [0.5,0.5] because the other three parts of the square offer
symmetrical results than obtained result.

The obtained result shows that in all the simulated
points, LIS presents an error equal or minor than CL algo-
rithm. The error obtained is similar than the error that
can be obtained with the other range-free techniques. How-
ever, the LIS performance is better in noisy conditions.
4.2.3. Error vs. coverage
Fig. 23 shows the influence of the radio range. As the

radio range increases, the number of non-anchor nodes
that receive a beacon also increases, and the error de-
creases. In this scenario the noise has not been considered.
The radio range of the non-anchor node simulated is in the
[100–350 m] range.

Results are the relative error to the distance between
the anchor nodes that are separated 200 meters. There
are six different points, which are simulated corresponding
to the points 1 to 6 represented in the figure, separated by
50 m. These points are into the square of the nodes 7, 8, 12
and 13 of the network. The rest of the points can be
obtained by dividing the square in step of 50 m, which of-
fers identical results than those of the simulated. This is
because of the symmetry.

In all of the cases, LIS gets smaller or equal errors than the
centroid algorithm. Similar results are obtained by fixing the
coverage area of the non-anchor nodes and reducing the dis-
tance betweenthe anchor devices from the simulated 200 m.
These results are similar to the evaluation of the error versus
the node density, which was proposed by the other authors.

As it can be seen in points where there is symmetry be-
tween the position of the tags and the anchor nodes (points
1, 3 and 6), the error is always 0 for all the simulated cov-
erage. This is a typical behavior of the centroid, which has
low errors in these symmetrical points, but has very bad
behavior outside these points. LIS presents a good behavior
in all of the simulated points.

With the two algorithms, better accuracy is obtained by
increasing the number of anchor nodes that receives the
beacon, but with the proposed method, the system tends
to lower the errors earlier.

4.2.4. Error vs. noise
In this experiment the error obtained in a fixed position

of the non-anchor nodes when changing the variance of
the Gaussian noise was analyzed. All the experiments have
used a coverage area of 200 m for the non-anchor node and



Fig. 19. LIS simulator.

Fig. 20. Position error of centroid algorithm.



Fig. 21. Position error of LIS algorithm.

Fig. 22. Localization error vs. the position of the non-anchor node.
have been done in the same six points comments as the
previous section. To obtain these results 1000 analyses
were made at every point and the absolute Root Mean
Square (RMS) localization error was measured. The repre-
sented results are normalized with the non-anchor node
radio range.

The error vs. variance (Fig. 24) represents how the noise
affects the accuracy of the system. The centroids have a
good behavior on points of symmetry with respect to the
anchor nodes (such as point 1, 3 and 6), but have a worse
behavior on the resting point. Moreover, LIS offers similar
responses in any localization, thereby obtaining good re-
sults on the non-symmetrical points.

The number of errors (Fig. 25) represents the number of
absolute errors bigger than 100 m (1/2 of the coverage
area) obtained in the localization. If the tag is situated in
the center of the square, this error represents the number
of results that situate the device out of the square. This is



Fig. 23. Localization error vs. the coverage radio area of non-anchor node.
in relationship with the metrics and is called tile accuracy.
The tile accuracy value, intended for this point can be ob-
tained 100 to the represented values, expressed in percent-
ages. These metrics are defined for the range-free
techniques as the systems are generally applied for deter-
mining if a tag is into an area, more than for offering a
punctual position.

As it can be seen, LIS always has a less number of errors
bigger than 100 m than the classic CL algorithm, especially
in the non-symmetrical points.

It is important to note that the LIS algorithm estimates
the position of the tag without applying any filter to the
obtained data. Obtaining a method to filter the results,
and increasing the accuracy, as described in the next sec-
tion, is under investigation by the authors.

4.3. Real experiments

All the real experiments have been done over the ICARO
infrastructure. Fig. 26 represents a mesh of the current net-
work and the connectivity between the devices.

The experiments have been done locating the non-an-
chor node into the sector made by the anchor nodes 1, 2
and 3. In these experiments a node has been used as a



Fig. 24. Localization error vs. the noise.
tag with the same characteristic than the anchor nodes: a
CC2420 radio transceiver with an omnidirectional 8 dBi
antenna. This tag offered about 300 m of radio range in
the current experiments.

For these experiments it had been necessary to calibrate
the devices. The calibration consisted of adjusting the RSSI
values. The procedure to calibrate the RSSI measurement
consisted of the following steps:

1. Measurement of the RSSI level at the minimum distance
- this is the tag is next to the anchor node (0 m).

2. Measurement of the RSSI at the maximum radio cover-
age (300 m).
3. Measurement of the RSSI at the medium radio coverage
distance (150 m).

The measured position RMS error locating the tag at the
center of the area is low (around a 15% of the non-anchor
node radio range). Moving the non-anchor node away from
this position to the center of one of the sides of the triangle
makes the RMS error to grow up to 35% of the non-anchor
node radio range.

It is important to consider that the actual network is not
very adequate to test the localization algorithm, because the
connectivity between nodes is low. Initially, this network
has been developed for the ambient monitoring in the



Fig. 25. Number of error bigger than 100 m.
marsh zones of the natural park of Doñana. Currently, the
authors are studying the increase in the number of anchor
nodes, to obtain a reliable benchmark for localization
algorithms.
5. Conclusions and future work

LIS is a new fuzzy algorithm for localization designed to
reduce power consumption, especially but not limited to,
the tag nodes where the power constraints are higher. LIS
filters the useless information after being processed in
the anchor nodes. It also implements a hibernation
mechanism. All these mechanisms increase the battery
autonomy.

LIS has been tested by simulations and in a real sce-
nario. The obtained results showed that the proposed
method obtains less localization errors than the CL
algorithm without higher computation requirements or
an extensive use of radio.

The localization system LIS is being applied to locating
and tracking of wild animals in natural parks.

Currently, the aim is to increase the accuracy of the sys-
tem versus the noise, acting along the following lines:



Fig. 26. (a) Mesh representation of the links in the ICARO network, and (b) detailed area.
� Using a filter to reduce the variability of the measure-
ment: The current study attempts to work on the eval-
uation of the advantages of using filters to RSSI
measures for increasing the accuracy.
� Use additional information of RSSI between nodes: Cur-

rent radio devices can provide RSSI information for
every message, which is more than what the radio can
intercept. For example, the radio message sender
between the anchor nodes can be used in the localiza-
tion to model the environment without adding traffic
between the devices.
� Use Temporal information: The current proposed

method only uses the information obtained in a prede-
termined instant; it does not have past memory. The
current study attempts to work on a modification to
the current algorithm, which improves its performance
using this information.
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